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Access Control Containers
At Absolute Containers we design, manufacture, and install an extensive range of

high-quality access control barriers from shipping containers. We specialise in the

field of access control and more specifically access control barriers that satisfy our

customers’ needs for innovative solutions when securing control of access to

people and their property.

We have a wide range of turnstile containers sale options that are designed by

professional engineers to ensure quality products. At Absolute Containers we strive

to ensure that every project is completed on time, within budget and with zero failure,

giving your establishment the security and manageability, you need.

Our access control containers are installed with secure turnstiles that allow for a

quick, easy, and effective access solution that provides an additional layer of control

and security over the availability of the workspace. Access control purpose is to

ensure selective restriction of access to a particular place, that is point of access

control can be a door, turnstile, parking gate, elevator, or other physical barrier,

where granting access can be electronically controlled.

Access control Advantages:

• Arrive fitted with turnstiles which are activated via key cards or an employee ID

number.

• Using access control containers allows you to control over who enters and

leaves property or workplace.

• Records and documents dates and times for when, each employee or customer

enters or leaves the access control container.

• Provides an instant access control solution that is customized to suit your

individual requirements.

• Ideal mobile solution for rapid security deployment.
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Access Control Containers

If you need an effective security solution, turnstiles are an essential addition to your

access and control plan. Turnstile access control is often used in factories,

warehouses, stadiums, amusement parks, universities, public transport stations,

retail sites, airports, railways, and casinos.

. A turnstile gate is ideal for crowd management where the access point is typically a

door, these electronic access control door can contain several elements such as

stand-alone electronic lock systems that can be unlocked by the operator with a

switch and often factory turnstiles are ideal for securing the premises and

integrating with the company’s time and attendance system

Contact us to find out more about our affordable access control

containers.


